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ABSTRACT

It has explained about, intellect, attention, conception and plant's tongue in this research. It has spoken
about plant connections circumstance and plant strength in distinction in environs environment, too. Nowadays,
we realize that   plants have special sixth sense, and it sound that, they can see, listen, touch, examine and
have true smell with mysterious and non-active aptitude. The belief that plants have sensation and have
relationship with men is connected to remote past. The number of people suppose it is idle talk and false and
some people encourage to find the Olsen knowledge on behind the curtain. Also, it has observed that, the all
plants have sister and brother too and it's and it's has seen the militancy and defence sensation in them, too. 
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Introduction 

It was always attractive the plant life for
mankind, the plant obtain food, medicine and autistic
substance for us. 

Since 1970, individuals interested to behavior
and mental poverty on plant. The evidence shows
that, the plants can percept sickness, music and
excitation in man and acting as a lie detector. The
fable tell that the voice power, effective on the plant.
In Indo myth, Floot Sherry Krishna cause to flower
blooming. That story is, one musician that his name
TANSEN, at time the mogul Caesar, Akbar, he
played special music (RAGA: special melody in
India music) or special method cause to flowers
bloom. 

Tamil literature explained that how sugarcane
grows up in response to beetle's wild wasp's and
honey wasp's sound. 

Churls Darwin hopes to efficacy the Mimosa
pudica with playing some clarinet but he didn't
receive measurement able response. 

After 20 years, on 1877, one German
physiologist that his name was Wilhelm Pfeiffer
reported another unsuccessful experience about flays

actuation in cineraria plant by sound. 
On 1903, Indian scientist, Jagadis Chunder Bose,

presentates his experiences about work with plant in
this category. He said that, all this feature that find
in response with plants by animal's tissues, are in
plants too. He made machine that proving the plant's
reactions. Some of this response is similar to nervous
responses that are in man and animal. He measured
the electric energy that released on time the plant's
death. American scientist, George Grille, did the
experiments in vital responses from plants life next,
Boss, The another Indian scientist, T.C.N. Singh
continue the herbaceous experiments, since 1950 and
then reported that, The plants reacted to music, dance
and prayer as measurable shape. 

After this report, similar researches were
accomplished in Canada and America. On 1966
polygraph specialist, Cleve Backster, did some
experiments about super sensational conceptions in
plants with using polygraph technique. These
experiments showed that plants reacted to our
thoughts. Another experiences showed that, we can
use from plants for release the electric relays for
opening the doors. That it engender by emotion
actuation by human factor on plant. 
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The impression of expression sense toward plant
and direct talk with that are using by all and report. 

The Beliefs and Narratives about Plant's Mental
Power:

Nowadays, we comprehend that the plants have
special sixth sense. It sound that they can see,
listens, touch, and smell in correct way and with
using mysterious and non active aptitude. Our
ancestors that were very near to their natures and
environment have understood that they can have
relationship with plant. So, tree was one of the first
things in first religions. Egyptian hold the fire on
lotus vegetable with roots like man that its name was
mandrake and they hold alight that. They word hip
that like God and sacrifice for that and they provided
magical sips namely Sa Of Lie (Sa of life). 

The plants with 350000 different from, remove
our different mental and physical needs. 

The plants don't have animal nervous system. So,
many of scientists negate the existence of sense in
plants, but the repeated and wonderful experiences
that happen on whole universe, advise us to new
sight toward plant's sense. 

Some Instances from this Experiences and Finding
Are: 

Tanya the Russian student outbreak with exciting
transformations in hypnotically sleep that it recorded
by one polygraph that it connected to one plant. One
lie detector expert showed that plants could react to
pony shrimps in salty water with tragic test. We can
rename that as super sense understanding in plants. 

In Scotland for grow the plants in weather that
is unprecedented for them, there are some group that
speak with vegetable souls. The Russian people take
pictures from some leafs that dug-out apart of leaf
but the picture is perfect that show us the energy's
base on orchestra leader discord that the plants
growing best at moment the Bach and Ravy music
are play but they refusal from hasty Rock music
(example heavy metal) with malaise. Stella pohnial
performance the holy Baharta Natyam dance for
always spring flower and it increase the plant growth
for 60% percent. One priest discovered that he could
give excitation for plants with invocate and accelerate
their growth. 

Osklar Eatebany soul sanative, touch the water
bottles and this water, increase the growing plant that
had irrigation. 

The Kirlian's his wife pictures show us the
points that they inhalant needle to entrant the tissue
for vemedial aim over plant. 

A researcher, had threat a plant and Alfa fon
(electric vibration change to sound) collected the
alteuations that engender in plant micro voltage. With

new sights about mental and sense power in plants,
we can enter to range between thought world and
faet world. This here physicals and super physical
can adjoin together. By extension in these perception
and sight we may reach to this receipt that the plants
have some senses include, excitation sense,
astuteness, and one kind of soul. The removal from
one single personality that our former people for any
tree, bush or flower. Naturally, it had recognition the
true and untrue subjects in test degree but there is at
roe subject that lodge ment in the spirit of this silent
creatures with many seeret that guideline us to new
border from information. 

Have Plants Super Sense Understanding?
 

Klobakester, the lie detector and polygraph
device scientist, shock the scientific society with his
observations about plant sense. With man is attached
to for past, and cause to some people think that
those are superstitions and lie and some people
earnest to discover the old knowledge that is behind
the curtain. 

The nature sometimes open his secrets to
somebody then Bokster supposed that when water
was go to overhead the plant, and the leafs had
imbibitions, we should find the decrease in electric
resistor's leaf and should register by polygraph. This
disagreement. In human, he connived the electrodes
to man's finger and now connected to two side of
thick and big leaf of pot's plant in his office.
Bokester traced the plant reactions for nearly one
hour and it didn't happen any important matter
unless, from beginning the test, he saw the
descending proclivity from polygraph's juice trace
that it didn't match with his anticipations. But only
there was one exclusive minute that was alike the
mild move test in size of human sense. It seems that
the plant talented to excitation sense or reacted with
mark of satisfaction and happy that gave from
reaction irrigation. The next step is unnatural, but our
scientist knew that any action that provide relief in
thought and body of man, cause to sharp and
exciting reaction and the stress and awe cause to
urgent reaction in the man. That connects to
polygraph. In this basis, Bokester decided to put the
leaf in the cup of hot coffee but he didn't see any
reaction remote from his expectance. He prospected
that the reactions like man but it was unsuccessful.
He wants to try other attempt for test on the leaf that
has electrode.  

His new experience was more non-faith from his
first test. Because he didn't touch the plant and then
Bokester performance his serious threat and burnt the
leaf that connected to electrode. And this moment,
the polygraph's way show eel the stress sign but it
wasn't record the fearful jump after first performance
of threat. 
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Bokester get to this opinion that super sense of
understanding in plant in one cell's surface was
replaced and he gave a theory that the vegetables
have mysterious understanding. 

In other tests, Bokester saw all parts of plant,
reacted to exterior actuations. And defined that
understanding in vegetable may exist in one cell
surface and now we say to this fact, Bokester trace.
In other tests, Bokester cheeked on the other tissues
instance fruits, vegetables and even the slices that
dug-out from plant body. Work with polygraph
showed us that all shapes of alive tissues have same
aptitude in response to exterior actuations. 

Relationship Between Alfa Quality and First
Understanding in Plants:

Mort bill, the leader of mental information center
noticed to check the possibility of may plants
response to mental threats by voltage changing and
if he could measure that by Alfafon. Alfafon change
the frequencies in microvolt to sound frequents. Gill,
arranged the electrodes on the filodendron's leaf and
try with his wife to give the response from plant by
sending the mental threats. But he didn't give any
response and though that he wasn't true in threat and
with wife's tiredness   from test, he said, go to hill,
I go to burn damn. 

In this moment, they heard the determined and
notable changing in Alfafon sound. Mort Gill support
the Bokester view as test kind, thus that the plants
response to threat and happy behavior. 

In other tests, it had resulted that the plants can
relate with their master's. Even, the plant's can react
to animal and the animal's sense and action can
effect on plant. It had resulted that the plants could
react very fast to human's animals though. And this
sensitivity don't connect to distance. In his test's,
when he though for from plant and in con clave
about plant, it was coincide with sense actions in
plant and has readability. In one test that did by
Dr.Robert. N. Miller he want from olgaveral and her
husband, famous mental treater to contral it in one
nightly meetings prayer in one thousand kilometers
distance from Miller Blab on Rye (Secale cereale)
plant. Rye choice shows that Scientifics' and
practical's control were easy by recording instrument. 

On nine o'clock they prayer's meeting was
happen and coincide that the Miller's complex
instrument could record the unnatural quick growth
of seeded plant. 

In the next morning, it kith that the plant's
growth was 840% more than normal growth. Povel
Savin he is electronic technician and is inventor, find
that, plants can reflect thoughts like mirror that
reflect the lamp's light. 

He connected himself and two filodendron's plant
to there separate lie detector and by this method, he

could relate with plants by deep cogitation. 
The result of contingence was that, all of

comment on the lie detectors began to show the
similar curves and orders. 

Finally,Savin  could send a strong sense to plant
from 2 kilometer distance and he cause to reaction
on plant with receipt a telepathy message by plant,
that this reaction to activation of radio sign and
impress the automobile start in parking. In soviet,
professor Poshkin did the experiments about this
matter, too. Poshkin used from Ansfa-lograph (The
system for record the individual's thought swings)
and connected his electrode's to plant's leaf of
geranium. 

He elected one between talented persons, for
experiment that he/ she can reach near rapture
beneath a adequate hypnotic expert. The elected
person was Tanya that has bracing nature and has
sensitivity due from free will. In first test, said to
Tanya, that she is very beautiful and appearance
happiness in her smiling face. And coincide;
Ansfalograph that connected the plant recorded the
wary script. In other test, had faradic to Tanya that
she was in cold wind and with her respond to this
faradic, the plant showed the other respond. 

At 15 minutes later, Tanya was resting and the
plant didn't show any reaction. After resting faradic
to Tanya that she was cooling by cold wind and the
bad man was near her too. In this time Tanya
reacted very lard and plant start to unforesighted
tracing.    

After minute later was induced to Tanya that the
hot radiance is shine to her and one child is near her
that it cause to calm her and coincide that the plant
exit from disturbance situation. The wonderful test
was that had said to Tanya that she thought the
number between 1 to 10 louts she didn't tell that. 

Poshkin Started to Numeration from 1 to 10 and at
Every Number Ask Tanya If She Though for That
Number or No? 

And Tanya gave negative response every time.
But the aromatic plant reacted when professor said 5.
When they checked, kith that Tanya though to 5 at
time of test. 

The plant reacted to Tanya's sense apparently,
even though Tanya lied. Joll, the expert of I.B.M
every time that express love and affection to plant,
the poly graph's pen going to high and show a kind
of sensitive response. 

Check the Chemicals Relationship Between Plants
and Creatures by Plant Language:
Distinction Environment by Plants:

Appearance of first plant comes back to many
years advance of human life starting. 
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But we don't know the plants truly. Because we
drowned in our world that we see the other creatures
as death phenomenon. Maybe if we can't see the
motion of other creatures, we count them as quiet
phenomenon. 

But, Do the plant quiet and non-motion
creatures? Or they can relate with their environment.
Do they speak with their environment? If they have
this potency, how they do that act? 

It had try with good understanding from
relationship between plant world and animal world
and check the nature and condition of chemical
relationship between animal and plants, we gain a
good result in production of science and consequence
we will have good performance for control the
growth of pestilence. 

The animal arrange in confined of many kind of
complex term with individual like themselves and the
individual from other kind and also in their physical
environment. 

In another side, the survival of every kind in
environment concern to earn the food, housing,
placing, generation, and the power of defense
opposite of hunters, parasite and environment agents.
In this subject, fit and suitable behaviors are
improved by different methods and cause to guaranty
of life the kind and finally reach to achievement. 

From studding on the animals, the worth
information about relationship between live creatures
and non-live environment, the physiologic process
that it determine the behaviors and some cause of
abundance and dispersal are giving. 

Plants Are Battle with Each Other:

There are many instances in relate to intellect
and the wonderful potency of decision making in
plants. The instance, Allopathic, geotropism of root
and the aerial growth of foot stalk, flowering and
winter sleeping of plant and the germination of seed
at pure determine time, hunter sing the insects by
sarcophagi plants, coexistence with another creatures
example, mushroom and bacterias example, the Azoth
stabilizer bacteria and the power to contrast with
plant illness, contrast with environment tensions
example, dryness, cold, and give the resistor
mechanism in contrast theirs and most important all,
product of metabolite (substance) in amount of
human's need from this substance as plant drug, they
utilization. Surely, these specialties expected from
one creature that have intellect. 

Many scientists start investigations that they firm
that plants respond to music. Truly, his guess is that
plant has music intellect. Maybe, one animal like bat
or angleworm can live major part of their life in
non-light condition, but any plant can't grow without
light. Thos they are forwarder from some animal
view point of optic intellect and they determine light
availability more than other animals. 

The photosynthesis process and its relationship
with environment factors and physiologic (internal)
with great complex is wonderful aspect of internal
control is in mode of intellect system. When we
study the photosynthesis process way in plants as
krasolase (example, cactus) that is fit with high dry
condition, we can see one of the wonderful and
praiseful of plant's success opposite of hard
conditions of environment. 

These plants changed their photosynthesis way
that it may fit with dry condition in the best way.
But we have to admission that before knowing this
process, if we gather all scientists of world, they
couldn't designing a system for photosynthesis in dry
condition. And they couldn't offer any method even
similar to this process. Surely, this instance is one
only of thousand cases of fitting conditions that
plants show in their environment and show their
intelligence and aptitude that they give for the best
and heath life. 

Cry for Help to Plant:

With statement of Dr.Saraf Moayeri Hamidreza,
the member of science collection of Zanjan
University and the enforcer of this nowadays design
theory of animal psychology is compound of
sub-branch of old and new. It's very important in
learning comparative studding and learning theory
too. It's utterly obvious in animal behavior cal
research as Paterson and Royt? 

Knowing behavior progress is indebted to
another scholar's checking as Oppenheim and his
assistants in nervous system base, Bogart and his
assistants in feeding behavior base in reptiles as
snake and Halo and his assistants in primary
behaviors base. On basis of these research I this
design, when one plant is attack by blight, it raise
smell or chemical signals or smells sign from itself
that is cause to attract the natural enemy of blight to
these smells. We say to these compound, faradic
smells of plant or cry for help to plant (S.O.S). That
we say that chemical tongue for plant. In this
research, we studied the behavior of 2400 individual
in blight and useful insects at the method of
Olfactometery, and check the reaction of every man
opposite of plant's and animal's smells, for better
understanding the cause of different behavior in
individual, testing, use of modern molecular methods
of chromatography gas and mass spectrometry, the
effective chemical compound between animals and
host plants are detected, entr'acte and recognition. In
one there surface act between plant corrosive plant
and natural enemy, the hunter can utilize from the
sign of hunt or escapement substance of plant. 

Although escapement compound are more
specialty and they aren't reliable for natural enemy
but the cause of that they are raise in little amount,
they have fewer determining ability. 
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Unlike the escapement substance due to bait, the
plant raise more escapement substance from itself
that creatures can give them easily. But it has less
speciality degree. With notice that a plant always and
even without presence of eaten plant can product
these escapement compound. 

It sounds that in progress way, plants in response
to pressure from eaten plant with change in
constitutive compound of their smell's they change
these sign to reliable information for natural enemy. 

These chemical signs that determine as faradic
smells in plant superpose the plant in positive
condition with natural enemy that each part profit
from this connection. Also, on the basis of these
research, had presented two researches - scientific
essay in inside and abroad of country. In this design,
studies for determine the chemical in contrast with
them, They rise from themselves are doing that their
results is presented, also different dimension and
basis with different suppositions are checking and
study the plant determine power and behavior and
action of plant opposite of friend's and enemy's
feeding and presentation their results in scientific
credible site.

Can Plant Determine Friend from Enemy? 

Since this design is basic design, now it isn't
practical and main object is that we can find basic
respond, but like other basis scientific objects are
practical after many years, in near future, man can
utilized in their profit. And utilize from a artificial
stimulus for slump control in farms and glass-house. 

Increase in population growth from one side and
increase in request of human in his life's from other
side cause to increase in their need to plant foods
substance. With increase in cultivation surface and
increase in product operation in surface unit, we can
response to this need. Seed and sapling correction
and use from chemical substance as fertilizer or
agriculture poisons are most important solution that
can at tendant with ire coverable dangers. Scientists
chase to superseded methods that one of this method
is use from biologic control agents that, is in nature
and human achieve that with his technical
knowledge. In agriculture expansion plan that is
bases on use of non-danger methods for nature;
biologic control is one of the best methods that is
recommend. 

In this design, we try to understand the existent
relation between plant world and animal world is
cheek the essence and condition of these relations are
steps in improvement? Of efficiency benefit subjects
for control the illness.

Plants Are Social Creatures:

Dr. Tabatabaee say: with plant sociology

studding we can see the wonderful instances from
plant intellect. There are some kinds that can live
only near each other. This means that is, presence of
one is shall with other's presence. These attendant
kinds, understand presence of each other and growth
more better and more power in this condition and
some kinds are wrath with each other. 

In hard environment condition, they product
many seeds with spreal transmittance to live and
continuation generation. If seed's from one native
kind of mothers plant are given, we superpose them
in good condition of germination and we will see the
wonderful phenomenon, They never germinate with
each other in one time. Some of them sport very fast
and many of them stay in that condition for many
months (whereas they generate from one mother
plant). 

These phenomenons are necessary for their
generation duration and keep from possible fusion.
Many of plants seeds of dry area. Need to abundant
rain for germination to sure that they have enough
water for their future otherwise? They will not
support. We think that their father's recommend for
them that don't chouse from poor rain. Because it
cant secure?? Humidity for their end of growth
circuit. 

As a result of, whereas the poor rain gathered
the enough humidity for germination but seed prefer
to stay in sleeping and waited for intense rain. 

But what did human do with plant's intellect.
Really, nowadays plant hears to human's order. They
don't tender to day's length. They don't go to sleep
for proper time for germination, result that they can't
regulation their life's circuit that they don't meet the
cold or hot weather and if they cultivate in bad time
by man, they disappear from cold or hot. If the
seed's of native plant don't superpose near soil
surface, they won't sprout. They understand light. But
nowadays cultivate plant don't need to light for
germination and even they sprout in 2 meters depth
and then they will self-naughting. 

Plants Have Sister and Brother Too:

Plants know their sister and brother and when
they growing with each other, they have friendly
behavior. In these conditions, plants instead of
competition, they see the benefit of opposite party. 

Delavar university researching group in Newark,
see 3000 plants of Arabidopsis growth in lab.
Arabidopsis is one of the famous plants that we use
that in scientific researches.  American researchers
confirm that plants determine their brothers and sister
from strange plants on basis of this report, plants
check the compounds and subtends of neighbor
plants. The root recipient of plant with checking
these substances, determine that do the plant grow in
near it is strange or birth from joint mother? 
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If plant neighbor with strange, the competition
lasting to where that may. Every plant try with
rooting that attract the end of water particle and don't
put any opportunity for its competitor. 

The American researchers say, in this situation
plant spend many energy for develop their root.
Whereas, If two seeds are from one mother, this
competition decrease very much. 

In this base, plants that have common mother
show friendly behavior from them, and devise
existent supplies in justly condition. Its wonderful
that, the story change in soil surface too. Whereas in
common condition, plant abstinent from touch with
neighbor plant. Sister and brother don't avoid from
nearing to each other. Doiche vole writes: the result
of this research not only wonderful for flower and
plant interested but also can use in another cases.
Example, this research show that at when time the
plant has best growth of course we have many
questions with non-response. 

Example, do they wear to each other for the
reason of sister and brother relationship? That these
farms are harmful converts in illness factors. 

Biologic Control:

Botanist experts' plants operation collection that
do for extermination and enemy, naming cry for help
to plant or chemical language. 

These experts use new molecular methods for
recognition and determining the information that
sending from plant, to this purpose that they can
determine these effective chemical compound
between animals and host plant. Checking the
behavior of plant or studying their relation signs with
other creatures is one of the biologic control methods
in agriculture's products.

Biologic's control recommend as one of the best
superseded methods in chemical poisons that on basis
of it, we will determine the plants and animals
word's existent relations in best way.
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